
should be!). Overtightening these does not risk 

stripping threads, but does risk deforming the 
woofer basket. Toothpicks won't help here. 

7) If you have, or can borrow, a power drill, 
drill pilot holes in the rear of the cabinet before 

screwing it down. Otherwise it's an arm-
wrenching job. AC should consider predrilling 

these holes. 
8) The foam on the exterior of the cabinet 

is designed to be set in place with the silicone 
sealer furnished. I had the bright idea of us-

ing spray glue. It worked OK, but the foam 

could be pulled off easily. A bright idea that 
wasn't so bright. Follow AC's directions. 

Conclusions 
There are always conclusions. Mine are sim-
ple, and should be obvious from the reviews. 
The Kindel Purist LT is the clear winner in this 

faceoff, and I can confidently add it to the list 
of loudspeakers under $1000 which should de-
mand your attention. 

AR POWERED PARTNER LOUDSPEAKER  
Bill Sommerwerck 

AR Powered Partner speaker 

Miniature self-powered two-way loudspeaker system in triangular cast-aluminum cabinet. Drive-
units: 4" plastic-doped paper woofer/midrange, 1" plastic tweeter. Peak SPL: at least 106dB at 1m 
(AC power). Output power: 15W at less than 1% THD (AC power). Sensitivity: 500mV for maximum 
output. Input impedance: 10k ohms. Controls: power. volume, and bass-boost. Power source: AC 
(built-in), DC (9-16V through car lighter adapter, or optional gelled-electrolyte pack). Dimensions: 
6" H x 10.5" W x 75/8" D. Price: S380/pair (widely and heavily discounted). Approximate number 
of dealers: 200. Manufacturer: Teledyne Acoustic Research, 330 Turnpike St., Canton, MA 02021. 

Tel: (617) 821-2300. 

Betcha thought the personal stereo was in-

vented by Akio Morita, when he asked a Sony 

engineer to design a pocket-sized cassette 

player so he could listen to music while play-
ing tennis. Well, you're wrong, sushi-breath. 
The personal stereo was invented rat cheer, in 

the good ol' US of A, 25 years ago. It was the 
KLH Model II, a pricey (for that time—$200) 

portable phonograph. 
Dubbed "The Suitcase," the 11 was aimed at 

New England preppies who wanted a high-
quality portable for vacations, or a second 
system for the rec room. ("Look, Muffle, a 
stereo for us!") Much to KLH's surprise, their 
marketing department discovered that most 
Model 1 ls were bought by "poor" people who 

couldn't afford a component system. KLH 
rushed a walnut-cabinet version (the 11W) to 
market, and the "compact" system was born. 

Compacts had a good run, until cheap Japa-
nese components and the proliferation of junk 
compacts destroyed the market. Rack systems 
are the modem equivalent, though when com-
pared with the top-of-the-line compacts from 

Harman/Kardon and KLH, they strike me as 
considerably less "honest" products. 

So much for history. The way to market tiny 
products is to start small, then add features 

and accessories until the reason for the original 
compactness is lost. (This happened to 35mm 
SLRs, until Olympus reversed the trend with 

their 0M-1.) Though Sony persists in making 
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